Media Kit
Launching Southern Winter/Northern Summer 2015

WHY
An independent literary magazine, celebrating medium
and long form writing, exploring our collective food
and drink stories, experiences and culture.

Yossi Klein - Director / Editor in Chief
yossi@breadwinethou.com
Mel McNamara - Creative / Art Director
mel@breadwinethou.com
p h o t o g r a p h / J A M E S B R O A D WAY
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WHY

To be published quarterly in print, (and freely available in an online
facsimile form), the magazine is a love affair with writing, focusing on
long-form essays about a range of topics, issues and stories. We will also
be presenting poetry, literary excerpts, photo essays, illustration
and lighter humorous sections.

MISSION STATEMENT
Bread, Wine & Thou is an Australian based
literary periodical, exploring our collective
food and drink culture, traditions, and
experiences, through the work of emerging
and more established writers.

Our focus is an international one, and we are
very much aiming for an international reach.
The print and online markets being distinctly
segmented, free online access would maximise
our ability to reach both those audiences in the
broadest way.
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illustration / JEFF MARTIN

WHAT

CONTENT
A cultural and philosophical statement about
the importance of literary style and ideas,
Bread, Wine & Thou is an invitation to slow
down and delve into current issues, told
through humorous anecdotes; factual and
fictional stories on food producers, growers,
makers and doers; ponderings on wine and
things boozy; excerpts from literature; photo
essays; poetry; illustration; and musings on
food in music, film, theatre and culture.
Essays will explore the history, politics,
economics, anthropology, origins, ethnic
currents, traditions, meanings, reach,
culture, impact and poetry of our food
experiences and relationships.

Our three guiding principles are always
to present beautifully crafted writing;
challenging, intelligent, fun content; and
exceptional design and presentation.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS
Emerging and mid-career, local and
international writers, photographers
and illustrators.

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE
ÎÎ culturally engaged, mid 20 plus readers;
ÎÎ lovers of reading, long form writing
and literature;
ÎÎ people in the food, beverage, travel and
luxury industries;

Each edition will centre around its own
theme. These will be intentionally loose and
open to broad interpretation - metaphorical,
analogous, literal, literary, fabled, factual or
fictitious. Engaging, crafted writing touching
on our food (and drink) journeys are really
the only parameters. The theme for our
launch edition is Unloved.

ÎÎ people with an interest in culinary history
and heritage;

Bread, Wine & Thou is an exploration of
ideas and stories, aimed at food and wine
enthusiasts and industry professionals alike.

ÎÎ l overs of beautiful photography
and illustration;

ÎÎ people with gastronomic interests;

ÎÎ people with an interest in contemporary
issues surrounding our food origins,
culture, journeys and connections;

ÎÎ anyone with a healthy sense of humour.
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ISSUE 01

SOUTHERN WINTER/NORTHERN SUMMER

IS SUE 02

SO U T HERN SPRIN G/N O RT HERN FA L L

WHEN

ISSUE 01 - UNLOVED

ISSUE 02 - MATERNAL

Southern Winter/Northern Summer

Southern Spring/Northern Fall

The ones we forget, or cast away, or push to
the side of our plate. The ones we overlook
and those we never even think to consider.
The ones that have simply lost their place
for us. The ones we think taboo, and the
ones that make us squirm. Brussels sprouts,
snails and snouts, gizzards and innards...
The ones we hate and the ones we don’t think
we could ever like. The weird ones we can’t
ever quite love, and the ones we never even
knew existed. Even as we shun, we engage if
unwittingly... the poetry of things unloved.

That dish that feels like a hug from your Mum,
and the ones that make you feel like hugging
her. Cooking and baking glimpsed from under
the table, or from between a mother’s feet. A
sneaking hand smacked aside, the long wait
to lick the cake bowl clean. The chicken soup
cure-alls, familiar fables, stories, memories
and tales. Reminiscences, handed down
cultures, hand me down recipes, secrets long
held onto, skills, techniques and quirks, the
squabbles and the makings up. The tastes,
smells, memories and sense of home. The
feelings we carry with us across time and
geography... maternal.

ISSUE 03 - NOIR
Southern Summer/Northern Winter
Hard-boiled heroes, cynics and rogues, whiteknight dreamers and glamorous poseurs,
taciturn doers, bêtes noires and enfants
terribles, the edgy and out there, the dark
and the moody, the hallowed sinners and
the tarnished saints. The shades of grey, the
darkly mysterious, and the utterly black; brave,
fatalistic, fated and doomed. Chef whites and
Stetsons, pinstriped producers, punch-packing
vignerons, smooth talking makers - the
iconoclasts, the roustabouts, the underdogs and
the also-rans. The genre and the undefined,
the neo and the post, the copied and the
groundbreaking… stylised, mysterious, noir.
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ISSUE 03

SOUTHERN SUMMER/NORTHERN WINTER

02.

ISSUE 04

SOUTHERN AUTUMN/NORTHERN SPRING

ISSUE 04 - TIME
Southern Autumn/Northern Spring
Seasons, harvests, recipes and packet
instructions, queues and cooking times,
the rush and the waiting, fast foods and
slow movements, and the anticipation of
both. Decay and decline, fermentation and
maturation, best before and use by, rot and
vintage, patient endurance and instant
gratification, braised, gentle, simmering
winters, and raw-fresh, flash-cooked, rare
summer nights, the years, months and
moments in between, generations and
traditions, cultures and rituals, ages and
histories… the rush and the waiting of time.
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WHEN

PUBLISHER
Fluid Communications

FREQUENCY
Quarterly, Seasonal

FORMAT
ÎÎ 176 pages approx
ÎÎ 170mm x 230mm
ÎÎ Full 4 colour process
ÎÎ 300gsm/120gsm

COVER PRICE
$15.00 (incl. GST)

ONLINE
iPad, iPhone, Laptop/Desktop compatible
(responsive design, scaled for format)

HOW

i l l u s t ra t io n s / SA N D RA E T E R OV I C

We are steadily building a database drawn from our affiliated partners
and will be looking to reach a broad audience both through our premium
print publication and our online and social media channels.
MARKETING

SOCIAL MEDIA

We will be leveraging our strategic
relationships and networks across the
hospitality, book and lifestyle retailer, food
and wine industries, as well as our stockists
and our own organic networks, contacts and
social media connections, and those of our
local and overseas contributors.

In addition, we will be implementing an
integrated social media marketing campaign
across a variety of social media platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, a Vimeo/
YouTube Channel, Google+). To this end
we will leverage the established audiences
and followers of our affiliates and network
contacts, as well as all our local and
international contributors; consolidating
these on an ongoing basis as we build our own
followers across these platforms and outlets.

VIDEO
A video teaser trailer, (shot by documentary
filmmaking and video production house,
Traces Films), will be utilised in a broad
pre-launch campaign across social media and
direct mail channels, and on our website.
Dynamically arresting, with a striking
palette and stunning visuals, the video has
been conceived with a view to evoking a
feeling of what Bread, Wine & Thou is about
in terms of feel, style, look, vision and quality
– a visual representation of our credo, ‘ideas
in writing, on food and drink culture’.

Over the course of the three-month lifespan of
each issue, we will be establishing a scheduled
program of updates in the form of posts,
tweets, images and emailed newsletters based
around the content of each particular edition.
Each of these will draw the reader back to the
magazine (online or print).

ONLINE
‘reminders’ and calls to action directing
readers back to our website, regularly
scheduled status updates (Facebook),
photographic posts (Instagram), video
material (Youtube/Vimeo) and Tweets
(Twitter), as well as broader engagement
through links to other materials, events
and happenings on the cultural scene. All
of these will be based around a rationale
of maintaining an ongoing relevance and
visibility amongst our audience and in the
broader community, both in Australia
and internationally.

The free online version of Bread, Wine &
Thou will be a facsimile of our magazine,
available to any browser with no subscription
requirement, barrier to entry or limited access.
Bread, Wine & Thou online will feature
embedded media and live-links to our
advertisers’ products, services, websites
or campaigns, with the added benefit of
allowing for fixed or video advertisements.
This will allow advertisers and sponsors to
draw maximum benefit from their brand
positioning and advertisements within the
magazine itself by allowing for a constantly
evolving and up to date means of reaching
their target audience.

Our marketing program will comprise an
ongoing campaign made up of a fortnightly
Electronic Direct Mail (Newsletter),
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WHERE

REACH

ONLINE

Circulation / Distribution - national and
international, shipping worldwide

ÎÎ Social Media memberships/followers

Bread, Wine & Thou circulates 3000
copies nationally throughout Australia
via Integrated Publication Solutions, and
through select international outlets.

Our international contributors and our free
and unlimited online access will allow
Bread, Wine & Thou the reach and exposure
to a worldwide audience.

ÎÎ Newsletter/EDM
ÎÎ Facebook
ÎÎ Twitter
ÎÎ Instagram

READERSHIP / RPC

ÎÎ Vimeo/Youtube

Purchased, borrowed, lent, picked up,
partaken of... or stolen from a waiting room
near you.

DATABASES &
AUDIENCE BREAKDOWN*

In print and online, we look forward to copies
of Bread, Wine & Thou being passed around
amongst ever-growing circles of readers,
friends, family, and lovers - of food and
drink, ideas and stories, words, photography
and art.

Mailing Lists: 30,000
Facebook: 55,000
Twitter: 24,000
Instagram: 8000

DATABASE BREAKDOWN*

55,000
30,000
24,000

Pinterest: to be grown

STOCKISTS

YouTube: to be grown

Available at independent bookstores, selected
newsagents and lifestyle retail outlets.

Google+: to be grown
Total overall reach across mailing lists and
social media: 117,000+

*Aggregate followers based on the mailing lists, databases and social media networks and followings of our strategic
partners and affiliates as well as our contributors.

8,000
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WHO

KEY TEAM
YOSSI KLEIN
Director / Editor in Chief
yossi@breadwinethou.com
Yossi is the Director of Fluid
Communications, a consultancy specialising
in creative communications solutions, project
management and business development.
Yossi was Publications Editor of The
Melbourne International Film Festival; and
has been published in Meanjin, Australian
Book Review, The Age and The Australian
Jewish News. His children’s book, Archimedes
was a Greek but He Could Have Been a Pirate,
is due to be published in 2015 by Littlefox
Press.
MEL MCNAMARA
Creative / Art Director
mel@breadwinethou.com
Mel brings to Bread, Wine & Thou her
formidable creative and managerial talents,
consolidated over 15 years of experience
in publishing and photography.
Mel has recently returned to Melbourne
after ten years in New York, working at
Conde Nast, the largest publishing house
in the world.
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MARCO PIERRE WHITE
Contributing Editorial Consultant
The man behind White Heat, a book that
turned the world of cooking on its head.
Enfant terrible, lightning rod, kitchen rock
star, inspiration, icon and iconoclast. At 33,
the youngest chef ever to be awarded three
Michelin stars, and the first British chef to
do so: a force of nature, a culinary genius,
volcanic, brilliant, inspirational and the
most original thing to happen to cooking
since Escoffier... Bread, Wine & Thou proudly
welcomes Marco Pierre White.
ROCCO ANCORA
Contributing Photo Editor
Rocco is an official ambassador for Nikon
Australia, Epson and Canson.
Named one of the Top Ten Photographers in
the world by iconic photography magazine
American Photo, his work has been celebrated
both locally and internationally with an array
of major awards to his name. Rocco is also
a Master Print Maker, and a passionate and
highly sought-after speaker and educator.
And…
a cast of talented writers, photographers,
artists and thinkers from around the globe.

WHICH

However thou prefers it...
Bread, Wine & Thou will be presented in both hard copy and electronic
formats, for purchase in a beautiful print edition, or freely available in
full online for iPad, laptop and desktop reading.
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ADVERTISING

Advertisements appearing in Bread, Wine & Thou will feature both
in our print edition and online in dynamic live-linked format, allowing
advertisers to utilise their exposure for individual
and unique promotional opportunities.

SPECS

PRICING (prices and discounts are per advertisement)

FULL PAGE
Trim Size

FULL PAGE

$4,500 + GST

170mm (w) x 230mm (h)

2 issues - 5% discount

$4,275 + GST

Add 5mm Bleed around entire ad

3 issues - 10% discount

$4,050 + GST

4 issues - 15% discount

$3,825 + GST

INSIDE BACK COVER

$5,500 + GST

2 issues - 5% discount

$5,225 + GST

3 issues - 10% discount

$4,950 + GST

4 issues - 15% discount

$4,675 + GST

DOUBLE PAGE

$7,000 + GST

2 issues - 5% discount

$6,650 + GST

3 issues - 10% discount

$6,300 + GST

4 issues - 15% discount

$5,950 + GST

(keep all type within 10mm of trim)

DOUBLE PAGE
Trim Size

340mm (w) x 230mm (h)
Add 5mm Bleed around entire ad
(supply as 2 single PDF files)

To request your Bread, Wine & Thou press
material specifications document please
email info@breadwinethou.com
ONLINE BANNER AD
Email for details
NEWSLETTER FOOTER/PANEL ADS
Email for details
p h o t o g r a p h / J A M E S B R O A D WAY
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Ideas in writing, on food and drink culture.

For all advertising and enquiries: info@breadwinethou.com
p h o t o g r a p h / J A M E S B R O A D WAY

